Let L o be a given differential operator with spectral matrix (p°y). There is a concept of "closeness to (p? 7 )" such that for every positive matrix measure (p f/ .) which is "close to (p?y)" there exists some differential operator L for which (p /7 ) is a spectral matrix and there exists a potentially computational technique by which L may be constructed from (p /y ) and (f>°ij). The formulation of the "closeness to (p? y )" concept and the presentation of the techniques by which L may be constructed from (Pij) and (ρ°j) are referred to as the local inverse spectral problem, which is the subject of this paper.
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where the coefficients p k (x) are real valued functions on [0, oo) that are locally integrable. Any formally selfadjoint differential expression defined on the positive real axis that is regular at zero and has sufficiently differentiable real coefficients can be put into this form iίp o = l. On the other hand, assuming the given form initially allows weakening the differentiability requirements on the coefficients. This is done by defining quasi-derivatives with respect to /:
where p 0 = 1. Now lu -u [2n] can be defined for all functions u such that u [k] is absolutely continuous for k = 0, l,...,2n -1. These quasi-derivatives enable certain formal simplifications and are therefore convenient even when the usual smoothness is present or required.
An n X 2n constant matrix A -(a lJ ) is said to represent self adjoint boundary conditions if A is real, has rank n and satisfies Now n boundary conditions are specified by the equation A ύ(0) = (0), where ύ(0) denotes the column vector
It is easily seen that for any real, invertible n X n matrix N 9 the matrix N A still represents selfadjoint boundary conditions. Furthermore, they are equivalent to A in terms of the effect on the domain of functions satisfying these boundary conditions. Given a formally selfadjoint differential expression
hi = {-\)"u^ + {-\)"~\ P ι {x)u^ψ-l ) + ••• +p n (x)u
with real, locally integrable coefficients p ι ίoτi-1,2,..., w defined on the interval [0, oo) and a set of selfadjoint boundary conditions A, we will define a symmetric differential operator L = L(l 9 A) using quasi-derivatives as follows. Let ψ = {/(*) E e 2 [0, oo) \f [k] £EA,C, [0, oo) forfc = 0,l,...,2w-l;/ [2 " ] ee 2 [0,oo)}.
This is the largest set of functions on which / may be defined and still determine an operator on £ 2 [0, oo) . Corresponding to / define a bilinear form ( , ) so L is symmetric and in some cases selfadjoint. Let the components of the row vector u(x, λ) = {u λ {x, λ),..., u n (x, λ)) be a set of n linearly independent solutions to the boundary value problem Iw = λw, A w(0, λ) = (0) which satisfy the condition that the 2n X n matrix w(0, λ) be independent of λ. Such a vector is said to represent generalized eigenfunctions for L since the components need not be in 6 ύ. The condition that w(0, λ) be independent of λ is a normalization which simplifies matters because it implies that any two generalized eigenfunctions u and ύ for L are related by the equation u(x, λ) = u(x, λ) • δ, where δ is some n X n invertible constant matrix.
For example, in the second order case if Iw = -w" and A = (0 1), then for any function/(λ) we can see that u(x, λ) -f(λ) cos(γ/λ.x;) is a solution to the boundary value problem Iw -λw, A w(0, λ) = (0) since
However, requiring
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to be independent of λ allows only constant multiples of cos(/λ x). Similarly in the case
we restrict ourselves to independent linear combinations of w,(x, λ) = and cosΐλ 1 / 4 *)
Now given the symmetric differential operator L and a vector u(x,λ) of generalized eigenfunctions, let L be any fixed self adjoint extension of L. It is well known [4] that there exists a unique positive matrix measure (Pij), herein referred to as the spectral matrix for L corresponding to u(x, λ), for which the map U defined by
=f(x) =
and for/ G <%£ we have
This last equation is the generalized Parseval equality.
The relations between L and (p zy ) induce similar ones between L and (PΪJ), some of which allow (p /7 ) to be used to determine L in a manner which is the subject of this article. Since the surjectivity of the map U is not essential we give the following definition. 3. REMARK. The spectral matrix for any selfadjoint extension of L corresponding to u(x, λ) is a determining matrix for L corresponding to u(x, λ). In particular, when L is selfadjoint then the unique spectral matrix for L corresponding to u(x, λ) is a determining matrix for L corresponding to M(JC, λ).
An example of a determining matrix that is not a spectral matrix is given in the appendix for a nonselfadjoint Sturm-Liouville operator. This example, by the way, illustrates the need for some clarification in the articles of Gelfand and Levitan [2] and of Sahnovic [6] . 4 . Notation. Throughout the remaining chapters the following notations will be used. Let
define a formally selfadjoint differential expression with real coefficients p t G C^o^i) for i -l,...,/ι and let A represent a set of n selfadjoint boundary conditions at zero. Let {u t (x 9 λ)}" =1 be some set of linearly independent generalized eigenfunctions for L ι = L(l\ A). Let (p| y .) be a determining matrix for U corresponding to (u(x, λ),... ,w M (x> λ)) and let
define another differential expression with continuous coefficients on [0, oo) and let B be some set of n linearly independent boundary conditions at zero. In case I 2 and B are formally selfadjoint they define a
, 2?), where I 2 may now be put into the form
In this case let {©,.(*, λ)}" =1 be a set of linearly independent generalized eigenfunctions for L 2 , let (pfj) be a determining matrix for L 2 corresponding to v(x 9 λ) = (v x (x, λ),...,v n (x, λ)), and let (σ /y ) = (p 2 y . -p| y ). The hermitian matrix measure (σ /y ) is in general not positive semi-definite. Nevertheless, certain integrals are formally definable. In particular for the vector valued functions and the notation //(λ) d(σ ί7 (λ))g*(λ) will be used to denote the integral where σ is a one-dimensional measure with respect to which each entry of (σ iJ ) is absolutely continuous and where An expression like K$(x 9 x) symbolizes taking a partial derivatives of K(x, y) with respect to the first variable, b partial derivatives with respect to the second variable, evaluating the result on the diagonal y -x, and then taking c more derivatives of the resulting function of x.
5. REMARKS. TWO explanatory remarks are in order here concerning the usage of the expression a r (x).
First, given two symmetric differential operators L 1 and L 2 and a function K(x, y), then the consistency of the In -1 conditions a r {x) -0, r -0,1,... ,2/t -2, is dependent on K. These conditions impose In -1 relations on K and several of its derivatives on the diagonal y -x.
On the other hand suppose a symmetric differential operator L 1 and a function K{x, y) are given. If r is even, a r (x) involves only those functions q i where i < n -r/2, so starting with the condition « 2rt _ 2 (x) = 0 and using conditions with successively smaller even indices, one may successively define the real functions q {9 # 2 ,.. .,q n . Here the consistency of the remaining n -1 conditions a r (x) = 0, r -1,3,5,... ,2w -3, is dependent on K. Proof. Suppose/(x) G C[0, oo) and
This homogeneous Volterra equation has only the zero solution, as successive estimates will show. Hence % has a unique inverse % defined on the image of %. To find an explicit representation we arbitrarily fix / and consider the Volterra integral equation
taking u i to be the unknown function. The technique of successive substitutions will produce a unique solution of the form
where H i (x 9 y) = Σ^= 1 Kj(x 9 y) and Kj(x 9 y) is the so-calledyth iterated kernel. For example here The generalized Parseval equality implies
and if y < x, the right-hand side becomes
On the other hand, since
by ParsevaΓs equality,
and subtracting this from the above equation gives
Now, since the right-hand side exists and has a mixed derivative, the left-hand side does too, and in fact
J { ) f
This representation shows the continuity of F and its independence from the choices of (p)j) and (p^) In fact H and F are uniquely determined by The next step is to develop the integral equation in volving K and F. Suppose 0<b<y<a<x. We have
where we let Now using (1), ParsevaΓs equality and the fact that a > y, the integral may be written
Now in writing ί we use the identity
Since F is continuous and K G C 2n for 0 <>> < x 9 then from this integral equation it is easily seen that as a function of x 9 Fis as smooth as K. Further, the symmetry of F 9 F(x, y) = F(y 9 x) 9 implies F(x, y) G C 2n for 0 < x 9 y < oo. 
+ f*H(t, x)g(t) dtj dx -0.
Now suppose the support of g is contained in the interval [0, m\ For almost every c, 3C. In Lemma 11 there corresponds to K(x, y) a unique function F(x 9 y) G C 2n for x 9 y > 0 with various stated properties. We shall say U is refota/ to
g(x) + / H(t, x)g(t) dt = g(x) + / H(t, x)g(t) dt = 0 is a Volterra integral equation with only the trivial solution g(x)
13. REMARK. NO attempt will, or need be, made to establish symmetry or transitivity for this relation. It is designed specifically and solely to establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of the local inverse spectral problem.
14. REMARK. If In -2 condition (i) in Definition 12 implies the others [3] .
The next lemma and its proof may be found in the paper of Levitan and Gasymov [3] . Multiply and integrate to get
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Using f(s 9 1) = /(*, s), f(s,O) =/(0, /) = 0 and integrating by parts we get
Using ParsevaΓs equality we can establish that
Combining this with (2) we find
O=flζg(s)u l (s 9 \)dsd PlJ (λ)ζg(t)u J (t 9 λ)dt 9
and, by hypothesis, this implies χ [0 , x] {t) ' S(0 =0 so g(t) ΞO. NOW applying the Fredholm alternative to the non-homogeneous equation
F(x, y) + K(x, y) + fκ(x, s)F(s, y) ds = 0
for fixed JC, we get the existence and uniqueness of K(x, y) for each x. Finally we rewrite the (1) in order to apply Lemma 15 as follows: replace y by xy and s by sx to get 
into the column vectors (w(0), w [X] (0) (J) , 0 </ < n, and k=O gives the relationship between regular derivatives and quasi-derivatives for L 1 . So M x is a lower triangular matrix with ± 1 as diagonal entries:
and we check that
7=1
From this it is easily demonstrated that
where λ is suppressed. Furthermore M l9 M 2 and T are clearly invertible so we write
or must represent the boundary conditions appropriate
18. REMARK. Since M^ΓM^1 is a lower triangular matrix, then using Lemma 17 non-relatedness (see Definition 12) of certain differential operators because of their boundary conditions becomes apparent. For example, the last column of the boundary matrices must be matchable. That is, there must exist an invertible n X n matrix N such that the last columns oί N -A and B exactly coincide, since all boundary matrices equivalent to A have the form N A. In particular in the second order case (1 0) will only "match" with another (10). Thus the boundary conditions force the special handling which is given this exceptional case in the literature.
Furthermore, depending on A, certain relations may be forced upon K at (0,0) in order that the matrix Tproduce boundary conditions AM λ TMj ι which are selfadjoint.
Of course there are many other more profound obstacles to relatedness. K 9 and we recall from §1 that, since AT as a function of y and w as a function of x both satisfy the boundary conditions for L\ we must have ,<)), κ(0,λ)> i=0.
Using Lemma 19 we can establish that
Now the resulting homogeneous differential equation
has n linearly independent solutions u l9 w 2 ,... ,u n all satisfying the n linearly independent boundary conditions represented by the matrix A. But this ordinary differential equation has order at most 2n -2. Consequently all the coefficients must vanish and we have a r (x) = 0, 0 < r < 2/ι-2. D 2. DEFINITION. Given L\l\ A), u(x, λ) and (p /y (λ)) as above, let (p| 7 ) be a determining matrix for L 1 corresponding to w(x, λ). We will say
is adequate with respect to u(x, λ);
and 
